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The Second Issue of She JiThis is the second issue of She Ji: The Journal of Design, Economics, and Innovation. Our
ﬁrst two issues have given us an opportunity to explore the dimensions of this
interdisciplinary ﬁeld while starting things up. We still have work to do as we
move from a promising launch to a regular routine.
With this issue, we are introducing features that will become regular parts of
She Ji.
One is a section where thinkers meet “In Conversation” with authors. In this
issue, we publish a conversation with M. P. Ranjan, one of the great designers in
our ﬁeld, an inﬂuential researcher, and a distinguished educator—known to
everyone simply as Ranjan.
Conversation and dialogue is the theme of another feature we introduce in
this issue, “Commentary.” Several editors and editorial advisors have suggested
that journals should feature and promote the kinds of lively correspondence and
dialogue that characterized the early days of scientiﬁc and scholarly communica-
tion. One proposal was that we invite reviewers to comment on the ﬁnal published
draft of articles they review—and that we occasionally invite others to join the
reviewers in commentary. Our ﬁrst commentary section follows an article on the
DesignX conference written by Donald Norman and Pieter Jan Stappers. We hope
that the comments will feed an ongoing discussion by introducing alternative
perspectives or dimensions. Such is the goal of our new commentary feature—and
we hope that it will make She Ji a forum of animated inquiry and debate.
Starting with our third issue, we will add several more features. One of these
will be a book review section. We will also review exhibitions, and add reader
comments and letters expressing thoughts and ideas about what we have
published. There is more to come.
This issue takes us from our launch to the regular work of a journal. It is a
work in progress. We welcome any ideas you may have to help us grow as an
interdisciplinary journal serving an audience that includes scholars, researchers,
and professionals along with leaders and decision-makers who have an interest in
design, economics, and innovation.Fifty Years of Visible Language
Our ﬁrst editorial contained two typographic errors in one sentence. We wrote that
the journal Visible Language—the oldest journal in design research—would be forty
years old in 2017. This is incorrect.Copyright © 2015, Tongji University and Tongji University Press.
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82It is with pleasure that I publish the correct information.Visible Language is ﬁfty
years old—50—in 2016.
Visible Language is celebrating its anniversary with major improvements to the
journal web site. Now located at the University of Cincinnati College of Design,
Architecture, Art, and Planning, Visible Language is making the full contents of the
ﬁrst ﬁfty years freely available for download at: http://visiblelanguagejournal.com.
Visible Language has a great legacy. The web site provides a record of
outstanding articles and special issues. We look forward to the next ﬁfty years of
this journal—and we invite you to join us in celebrating the ﬁrst half-century of
Visible Language.One Square Foot of Land
M. P. Ranjan—“Ranjan” to his many friends and colleagues—was among the ﬁrst
members of our editorial team. It is with sadness that I write about Ranjan in the
past tense. Soon after the conversation published here, Ranjan died suddenly. In
conversation with Derek Lomas, Ranjan reﬂects on the concerns and projects of his
life. This conversation is his last interview.
Several years ago, Ranjan and I were at a conference on design for social
business. Opened by Nobel Laureate Muhammad Yunus, it was organized in Milan
by Jürgen Faust. During one of our conversations, Ranjan said:
“I think we need to redeﬁne what we are doing and think that design is not
about making the object, but rather about deﬁning what one shall make and in
what context. The word ‘context’ for me is very important, and when we talk about
context, we think about the globe, about climate change, and ecology, and so on.
All these things emerge from that one square foot of land on which you are
standing. Can you do something with that one square foot of land?”
She Ji dedicates this issue to M. P. Ranjan. Ranjan did something powerful with
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